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 zip files are provided, as well as two disk images: “V 6.0 - Windows (Disk 1)” (corresponding to the old Windows XP), and “V 6.0 - Windows (Disk 2)” (corresponding to the new Windows Vista). New features Some new features introduced in this version: Embedded fonts can be used in Vectorscreen. A text editor is now available for Vectorscreen's internal database files. You can install multiple
Vectorscreen-compatible projects in one database file by setting the compiler option “Project.MultiThreading” to “true”. The project file “project.v6.0.6.proj” (referred to as a project-v6.0.6.vcs6.0.6.cpp or project-v6.0.6.vcs6.0.6.cpp.v6.0.6.vcs6.0.6.v5.x.x) has been updated to be more conformant to the v5.x.x and v6.0.x project format, but it is still compatible with the old format. The project file
“project.v6.0.6.proj” can be opened with either the older v5.x.x compiler or with the new v6.0.x compiler. The project settings menu includes a “Load Settings...” button. The integrated debugger can now be used in single-threaded projects. You can save a Vectorscreen project in native VS 2005/VSDB format. The bundled “VS2005 - Docs” archive can now be unpacked into the Documents folder.
The bundled “VS2005 - Uninstaller” can now be unpacked into the Programs folder. Known issues Vectorscreen can crash when the following conditions occur: The project file was created with a version older than v6.0.6. Vectorscreen's custom built-in VCL is being used. The target computer's OS is Windows Vista. The target computer's CPU is a 64-bit CPU. History Version 6.0.0 was released in

April 2009. Version 6.0.1 was released in July 2009. References 82157476af
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